"The Principal shall convene respective separate meetings of the successful graduates as soon as the result of the annual and supplementary exam of the Final professional are announced and get the forms for provisional registration filled by the graduate in front of him and then the Principal shall sign this filled form in the meeting. It shall be ensured that all graduates write their email as well. The Principal shall then send this filled form to PM&DC by sending a person who shall personally deliver the document consignment to the PM&DC Head office at Islamabad and get a receipt. After the application have been filed and delivered at PM&DC headquarter, Islamabad a gap of ten days shall be given from the date of receipt of documents at the PM&DC Islamabad Office, after that the house job can commence, as by then PM&DC would have issued the provisional registration certificates and communicated a list to the Principal concerned by fax and the same shall be displayed on the website. The PM&DC registration section shall write the date of provisional registration as the date on which the application form was signed by the Principal. It is further made clear to the registration section that all clear cases shall be issued provisional registration within ten days of the receipt of documents in the PM&DC and PM&DC shall communicate a list by fax to the Principal and inform the candidates separately by e-mail that registration has been done and conversely if registration have not been done due to any deficiency, the deficiency shall be communicated by fax or e-mail both to Principal and candidate within ten days."